CORPORATE RISK AND PERFORMANCE
2020/21
Quarter 3 Progress Report

Introduction

The Corporate Risk and Performance Quarterly Report incorporates our strategic risks, Annual Operating
Plan actions, measures and transformation and major projects to provide a combined overview of how we
are performing against our strategic outcomes and objectives, as detailed within our Strategic Pan 2019-22.
Section 1 – Executive Summary
Provides an overview summary of the combined results for Strategic Risks ratings, the progress of Annual
Operating Plan actions and the performance against our measures.

Section 2 - Performance Dashboard
This section provides more detail on the RAG scoring of each of actions, measures and projects.
•
•
•

Red indicates an activity is not progressing as planned or data is 10% or over is target
Amber suggest that activity is slightly off track or data is not meeting its target but is within 10%
Green indicates everything is progressing as planned and is on target.

Further details of our actions are contained in the Annual Operating Plan 2020/21. More information of our
measures and their targets is contained in the SFRS Performance Management Framework.

Section 3 - Exception Report
This section provides a commentary against any actions that are not progressing as planned. This gives
more detail of why there may be some delays and, if necessary, what further actions are being done to
bring this back on track.
Section 4 – Residual Annual Operating Plan Action 2019/20
This section provides commentary against those actions that have carried forward from the Annual
Operating Plan 2019/20.

More detailed reports of our risks, measures and projects are provided to Committees of the Board to
enable closer scrutiny of the steps we are taking to manage these.
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Section 1: Executive Summary

Strategic Risks Ratings Totals

Strategic Risk

Strategic Risk

Strategic Risk

Strategic Risk

3

6

0

0

Extremely High

High

Medium

Low

Annual Operating Plan RAG and Status Totals

AOP

3
Off Track

AOP

13
Slightly Off Track

AOP

26
Progressing Well

Performance Measures Target Result Totals

Measures

Measures

Measures

Measures

1

1

6

9

Off Target

Slightly Off Target

On Target

Monitoring

*Please note that the data supplied in this document is provisional and is only provided as a guide. Verified data will be published in our annual
statistical returns at the end of August and the end of October each year.
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Section 2: Performance Dashboard
Strategic Outcome 1: Prevention
Our collaborative and targeted prevention and protection activities improve community safety and wellbeing and support sustainable economic
growth.
Objective 1.1 We will work with our partners to ensure targeted prevention and early intervention are at the heart of what we do to enhance
community safety and wellbeing.
Performance Question: How effective are we at enhancing community safety and wellbeing?

Portfolio Office Projects
Safe and Well Project

Home Fire Safety
Visits

Time

Cost

Quality

Skills &
Resource









Limited access to the public and businesses in general has, and will likely have, a continued impact on the Service for the coming
quarters. The area that this is most noticeable is in Home Fire Safety Visits where the last three quarters have reported considerably less
visits than in previous years. Whilst year-to-date figures will show significant reductions until year-end, it should be noted that visits to high
risk categories continue to rise and where visits were almost 90 percent lower after first quarter, visits in quarter three were less than onethird lower than in previous years.

17,065
Off Target
YTD
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Outcome 1: Prevention
Our collaborative and targeted prevention and protection activities improve community safety and wellbeing and support sustainable economic
growth.
Objective 1.2 We will enforce fire safety legislation in a risk-based and proportionate manner, protecting Scotland’s built environment and
supporting economic growth.
Performance Question: How effective are we protecting our built environment? To what extent do we contribute to economic growth?

Non-Domestic
Fires

The coronavirus impact in Scotland is evident on our indicators. As businesses, schools and other non-residential premises were
locked down, rates of non-domestic fires have fallen.

1,043
On Target
YTD
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Strategic Outcome 1: Prevention
Our collaborative and targeted prevention and protection activities improve community safety and wellbeing and support sustainable economic
growth.
Objective 1.3 We will evaluate and learn from our prevention and protection activities and analyse data to ensure our resources are directed to
maximise community outcomes.
Performance Question: How effective are our prevention and protection activities?

ADF Casualties

Fire Fatalities

13 Fire Fatalities have been recorded in Quarter 3. Delays with post mortems and on-going investigations
mean that provisional fire fatality figures may change notably in relations to accidental dwelling fire deaths.
The previous 5-year average for the quarter was 12.6.

270

41

On Target

Monitoring

YTD

YTD
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Strategic Outcome 1: Prevention
Our collaborative and targeted prevention and protection activities improve community safety and wellbeing and support sustainable economic
growth.
Objective 1.4 We will respond appropriately to Unwanted Fire Alarm Signals and work with our partners to reduce and manage their impact on
businesses, communities and our Service.
Performance Question: To what extent are we reducing Unwanted Fire Alarm Signals? How well do we work with our partners to reduce and manage their impact?

Unwanted Fire
Alarm Signals

18,084
On Target
YTD
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Strategic Outcome 2: Response
Our flexible operational response provides an effective emergency response to meet diverse community risks across Scotland.
Objective 2.1 We will analyse and understand a broad range of community risks across Scotland so that we have the right resources in the right
places at the right time.
Performance Question: How well do we understand community risk? How will we have the right resources in the right places at the right time?

Annual Operating Plan Action

Directorate

Start date

Due Date

RAG

Time

Cost

Quality

Skills &
Resource













No associated actions identified this reporting period

Portfolio Office Projects
Community Risk Impact Model (formerly Futures Vision)
Station and Appliance Review

Incidents
Attended

66,223
Monitoring
YTD
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Strategic Outcome 2: Response
Our flexible operational response provides an effective emergency response to meet diverse community risks across Scotland.
Objective 2.2 We will be more flexible and modernise how we prepare for and respond to emergencies, including working and learning with
others and making the most of technology.
Performance Question: How will we demonstrate we are more flexible? How will we demonstrate we have modernised our preparation and response to emergencies?
How effective and efficient is our emergency response?

Time

Cost

Quality

Skills &
Resource

Demand Based Duty System













Terms and Conditions

--

--

--

--

Portfolio Office Projects
Out of Hospital Cardiac Arrest Phase Two
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ADF Low
Severity

ADF Medium
Severity

ADF High
Severity

1,502

1,435

197

On Target

On Target

Slightly Off Track

YTD

YTD

YTD

Low and medium severity accidental dwelling fires are meeting predefined
targets and high severity fires over the quarter, have reduced against the
previous third quarter figures.
The percentage contribution of high severity incidents to overall accidental
dwelling fires remains consistent (six percent). For high severity incidents to
report in line with existing targets, incidents would require to decline by one fifth
of their current level.

The response time is the time it takes from the call being logged to the time at
which the first responding vehicle arrives at the incident. The response time
therefore includes the call-handling time.
The median (or middle) values of the set of response times this quarter for each
Service Delivery Area (East, North and West) are shown, together with the total
number of incident attendances counted. The totals shown exclude a small
number of incidents resulting from errors and omissions in the recorded
mobilising and attendance times. Response times show a notable reduction in
the North from the last quarter, although the average is still above previous
years’ figures.
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Strategic Outcome 2: Response
Our flexible operational response provides an effective emergency response to meet diverse community risks across Scotland.
Objective 2.3 We will maintain a strong presence across Scotland to help communities prepare for and recover from emergencies.

Performance Question: How will we demonstrate we have maintained a strong presence across Scotland? How will we, with our partners, demonstrate we have improved
community resilience?

Annual Operating Plan Action

Directorate

Start date

Due Date

RAG

Time

Cost

Quality

Skills &
Resource









No associated actions identified this reporting period
Portfolio Office Projects
RDVS Strategy

RDS Appliance
Availability

WT Appliance
Availability

84%

97.7%

On Target

Monitoring

Latest

YTD

Quarterly RDS availability varies cyclically each year as a result of seasonal differences in working patterns
amongst other things. However, availability over the past three quarters has varied significantly due to crew
availability during lockdown in the first quarter. Availability this quarter has fallen back to similar levels witnessed
in previous quarters but still remains higher.
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Strategic Outcome 2: Response
Our flexible operational response provides an effective emergency response to meet diverse community risks across Scotland.
Objective 2.4 We will make our frontline service delivery more effective by enhancing our command, control and communication arrangements.

Performance Question: How will we demonstrate increased effectiveness of service delivery through improved 3C arrangements?

Annual Operating Plan Action

Directorate

Start date

Due Date

RAG

Time

Cost

Quality

Skills &
Resource









No associated actions identified this reporting period

Portfolio Office Projects
Command and Control Futures

Call handling time is the time it takes from an emergency call being logged on
our systems to the first station being alerted. The median (or middle) values of
the set of call handling times this quarter for each Service Delivery Area are
shown, together with the total number of incident attendances counted. The
totals shown exclude a small number of incidents resulting from errors and
omissions in the recorded mobilising and attendance times. Call Handling Times
have been similar over the three quarters this financial year.
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Strategic Outcome 3: People
We are a great place to work where our people are safe, supported and empowered to deliver high performing innovative services.
Objectives 3.1 We will build strong leadership and capacity at all levels within the Service, and improve the diversity of our workforce.
Performance Question: How do we demonstrate our workforce is supported? How will we demonstrate strong leadership levels at all levels? How will we know we have built
capacity at all levels? How much have we improved the diversity of our workforce?
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Strategic Outcome 3: People
We are a great place to work where our people are safe, supported and empowered to deliver high performing innovative services.
Objectives 3.2 We will embed inclusive learning and development arrangements so that we have the organisational capability to deliver high
quality innovative services.
Performance Question: How will we demonstrate we have inclusive learning and development arrangements? How will we demonstrate the quality of our learning and
development arrangements? How will we know if our learning and development arrangements are efficient and have improved capability?
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Strategic Outcome 3: People
We are a great place to work where our people are safe, supported and empowered to deliver high performing innovative services.
Objectives 3.3 We will care for our people through progressive health, safety and wellbeing arrangements.
Performance Question: How effective are our health, safety and wellbeing arrangements?

RIDDOR Injuries

Short-term
Absence*

Long-term
Absence*

49

1.64%

3.42%

Monitoring

Monitoring

Monitoring

YTD

*Work days lost versus work days available
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Strategic Outcome 3: People
We are a great place to work where our people are safe, supported and empowered to deliver high performing innovative services.
Objectives 3.4 We will engage with our people, and other stakeholders, in an open and honest way ensuring all have a voice in our Service.
Performance Question: How effective are we at engaging in an open and honest way? How will we demonstrate that all have a voice in our Service?
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Strategic Outcome 4: Public Value
We are fully accountable and maximise our public value by delivering a high quality, sustainable fire and rescue service for Scotland.
Objectives 4.1 We will maximise our contribution to sustainable development through delivery of economic, social and environmental benefits
for the communities of Scotland.
Performance Question: To what extent do we contribute to sustainable development? How effective are we at reducing our impact on the environment?
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Strategic Outcome 4: Public Value
We are fully accountable and maximise our public value by delivering a high quality, sustainable fire and rescue service for Scotland.
Objectives 4.2 We will minimise the risks we face through effective business management and high levels of compliance with all our
responsibilities.
Performance Question: How effective are we at reducing organisational risk? How will we demonstrate levels of business compliance?

Portfolio Office Projects
PVG Scheme

Time

Cost

Quality

Skills &
Resource
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Strategic Outcome 4: Public Value
We are fully accountable and maximise our public value by delivering a high quality, sustainable fire and rescue service for Scotland.
Objectives 4.3 We will invest in and improve our infrastructure to ensure our resources and systems are fit to deliver modern services.
Performance Question: To what extent do we invest in our infrastructure to improve our services to the public?

Time

Cost

Quality

Skills &
Resource

People, Training, Finance and Asset System









McDonald Road Redevelopment and Museum of Fire









West Asset Resource Centre









Portfolio Office Projects
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Strategic Outcome 4: Public Value
We are fully accountable and maximise our public value by delivering a high quality, sustainable fire and rescue service for Scotland.
Objectives 4.4 We will strengthen performance and management and improvement arrangements to enable robust scrutiny, challenge and
decision-making nationally and locally.
Performance Question: To what extent have we strengthened performance management and improvement arrangements? How will we demonstrate scrutiny, challenge and
decision-making is robust?
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Section 3: Exception Reporting
Annual Operating Plan Actions
Objective

Annual Operating Plan
Action
Review SFRS Fire Safety
Enforcement
arrangements.

1.2

1.3

2.2

Directorate

Service Delivery

Undertake a review of the
structure of the Fire
Investigation section to
ensure the most effective
and efficient model is in
place.
Plan and deliver a number
of national events taking
place across Scotland
during 2020/2021 and
ensure that SFRS
Operational Response
remains resilient throughout
these events.

Service Delivery

Service Delivery

Due Date

31/03/2021

31/03/2021

31/03/2022

RAG

Commentary Update



Options paper still being developed to consider standards laid out in National
Fire Chief's Council (NFCC) Framework. This had been delayed due to
competing priorities with Covid and reduced resources. Pilot continues to
progress with no outcomes available to date.
Support given to Local Senior Officer areas on redevelopment of Local
Enforcement Delivery Plans pending conclusion of revised Fire Safety
Enforcement Policy Framework.





Fire Investigation Management have engaged with Human Resource
colleagues and work to resolve the North shift system has progressed well.
Work will continue in Quarter 4 to consider all available shift system options
to enable a viable restructure of Fire Investigation to be implemented.

Planning has fully recommenced and implementation is dependent on
securing funding from COP Unit, however, no funding guarantees have been
received from the Conference of the Parties (COP) Unit to date. A full budget
submission was sent to the COP Unit followed by a resourcing business
case. This is currently with Scottish Government and the Cabinet Office COP
Unit for scrutiny prior to submission to a spends approval board.
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Objective

Annual Operating Plan
Action
Review, revise and
implement Pay and Reward
Frameworks.

3.1

Directorate

People and
Organisational
Development

Due Date

31/03/2023

RAG

Commentary Update



External assistance was progressed in Quarter 3 in relation to the
standardisation of RDS terms and conditions via the NJC Resolution Advisory
Panel (RAP). SFRS is currently considering the recommendations from the
RAP chair to inform next steps during Quarter 4.
A full and final offer in relation to Uniformed Instructors Terms and Conditions
was rejected by the Fire Brigades Union in Quarter 3. Alternative options are
currently being considered in relation to progressing this during Quarter 4.



A revised Bullying, Harassment and Discrimination Policy, supporting
employee and manager's guidance documents have been produced in
preparation for consultation.
A programme of women's online information events has taken place and will
be reviewed in Quarter 4 to inform future events for other underrepresented
groups. A positive action communications plan has now been developed to
support this programme of initiatives. Progress against other areas of the
Positive Action Strategy have not yet commenced due to capacity and People
and Organisational Development resource being redeployed to support
COVID critical work activity.
An initial session with care experienced young people (CEYP) was developed
in conjunction with WhoCares?Scotland and held in Quarter 3. This will be
developed further in 2021.
The Cultural Framework concept has been further developed into a
structured programme and re-branded as the Building the Future Together
(BFT) Programme. Engagement continues to support the development and
implementation of the BFT Programme.



The Project Manager for the Continuous Improvement Plan and Clinical
Governance took up post on November 2020. Four Crew Commander posts
have also been filled and are on the Emergency Response Driver Instructor
pathway.
The Strategic Leadership Team Paper on proposals for accommodation was
presented and it was accepted that no accommodation was required at this
time. A paper has still to be submitted with regard to the resources for
implementation of the Continuous Improvement Plan: this has been delayed
until the Project Manager has had the opportunity to undertake an
assessment. The Strategic Leadership Team Paper on Non-Operations Role
prior to Flexi Duty Officer Role still to be compiled.

Support, promote and
monitor the development of
a positive transparent
working culture that is
aligned with SFRS values.

People and
Organisational
Development

3.1

31/03/2024

Implement the
recommendations from the
TED Training Review
Report.
3.2

Training, Safety
and Assurance

31/03/2021
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Objective

3.3

3.3

Annual Operating Plan
Action
Implement improved
procedures to reduce the
risks from exposure to
contaminants.

Progress the development
of an in-house Health and
Safety Management
Information System
(HSMIS).

Directorate

People and
Organisational
Development

Training, Safety
and Assurance

Due Date

31/03/2021

31/03/2021

RAG



People and
Organisational
Development

31/03/2024

A Health Surveillance Policy has been produced which takes into account the
effects of cancer related illnesses and consultation will commence with
stakeholders in due course. Engagement is ongoing with cancer charities,
Maggie's and McMillan, on how to support staff affected by cancer with a
workshop with Maggie's being anticipated in Quarter 4.
The phase 1 interim report has been produced by UCLan and will be
considered by the Contaminants Group in Quarter 4.



The Event Reporting and Investigation Module was implemented on 1
October 2020. A supporting performance reporting module encountered
further technical issues and is due for completion in January 2021. Work
continues on the development of the remaining four modules in Phase 1, one
of which is scheduled for implementation during January 2021, with the
remaining three on target for implementation by 31 March 2021.



Progression of themes within the Clinical Governance Action Plan is as
follows:
Year 1 of the plan: Total of 44 objectives now complete. Three objectives
were completed in Quarter 3 and will be implemented formally within the
planned new case management policy. Two objectives are in development.
Year 2: Total of 36 objectives completed. Five objectives were completed in
Quarter 3 and five are in development.
Year 3: Total of 25 objectives completed with one objective completed in
Quarter 3.
The technical issues associated with the SMS text appointment reminder
service have been addressed, with further testing taking place in Quarter 4
when it is hoped the service will be launched.
An invitation to tender for the research project to develop a bespoke
fireground assessment for SFRS has been issued with anticipated contract
award in Quarter 4. An invitation to tender for the scanning of medical and
fitness records has also been issued with anticipated contract award and
completion in Quarter 4.
Due to the ongoing impact of COVID-19 on resources and the pausing of the
OHCA project, it has been agreed that the Vaccinations Project will not go
ahead at this time.

Strengthen health,
wellbeing and fitness
arrangements to enable
staff to safely and
effectively undertake their
roles.

3.3

Commentary Update
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Objective

Annual Operating Plan
Action
Review the Working
Together Framework.

3.4

Directorate

People and
Organisational
Development

Due Date

31/03/2021

RAG



Implement the
recommendations from the
internal communications
review.
Strategic
Planning,
Performance and
Communications

3.4

31/12/21



Harmonise Instructor
Terms and Conditions.
Training, Safety
and Assurance

3.1

4.2

4.3

Maintain and develop
robust Cyber Security
meeting Scottish
Government standards.
Deliver Phase 1 of the
Portlethen Refurbishment
Programme.

Service
Development

Finance and
Contractual
Services

31/03/2020

Engagement has continued with the Strategic Leadership Team regarding
effective partnership working arrangements to meet current and future needs.
Work will progress in Quarter 4 to review the Working Together Framework
document and associated Consultation and Negotiation Procedures and
consult with relevant stakeholders to ensure these remain fit for purpose.
COVID communications continues to take precedence and continues to
hamper progress on implementing the ICE Review Report actions, however,
progress has been made: SLT have approved the station visit framework
which outlines a programme of virtual visits; initial discussions have taken
place with ICT colleagues on the redevelopment of iHub, as well as an initial
review session to develop the brief which will consequently determine a PID
and the basis for deciding/procuring a platform that will deliver on the brief;
and the ‘What’s New’ section of iHub has been significantly reduced in line
with feedback and the transformation section removed. The appointment of
three Communication Team Leaders within the Communications structure,
anticipated to take up post in February 2021, will help to free up managerial
capacity, increasing resource for strategic work, including gaining traction and
momentum on implementing the ICE improvement actions.
The consultation process was completed and a formal offer tabled on 21
September 2020. The offer was rejected by the FBU on 5 October 2020.
An options appraisal for next steps was presented to the Strategic Leadership
Team on 12 November 2020 and it was agreed that external dispute
resolution would be sought via the National Joint Council (NJC).

31/12/2020

31/03/2021

Commentary Update



Multi-Factor Authentication solution for Operations Control and station based
crews now in testing. Network equipment delivered but implementation
delayed by Covid restrictions.
Works progressing well on site and continues in line with revised programme.
Covid continues to be a risk to progress, however, no impacts from Brexit
with regards availability of materials or equipment have yet materialised. This
action has been allocated a red RAG status due to the slip in timescales
against the original completion date.
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4.3

4.4

Develop a Programme of
works to rectify issues
arising from the presence
of RAAC Paneling in roof
construction.

Review our approach to the
recording and use of
incident data, including our
use of the Incident
Recording System (IRS).

Finance and
Contractual
Services

Strategic
Planning,
Performance and
Communications

Temporary works to support identified areas of structural defect and crash
decks to minimise risk of injury on roof failure are in place and options
assessments for all affected sites now completed. Paper to be submitted at
next available Asset Management Liaison Board. This action has been
allocated a red RAG status due to the slip in timescales against the original
completion date.

31/03/2020

31/05/2021



Progress by ICT is continuing and nothing has been raised in this forum as a
concern to suggest that original timeframes will be negatively affected.
However, a disruption to the West MIS system occurred during the festive
break. The break hadn't been picked up until the end of the first week in 2021
which complicated the process for Motorola to rectify. This has strengthened
concerns that ICT colleagues have regards the condition of the Motorola
system and impress upon the need to move to Systel and data transfer using
Dell Boomi. It is recommended that this action is now managed via ICT as
business as usual and closed off from Quarter 4 onwards.
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Section 4: Residual AOP Action 2019/20 Reporting

Objectiv
e

1.2

Annual Operating Plan
Action
Design and implement
revised Fire Investigation
(FI) Delivery Model.

2.1

Review Flexible Duty
Officer policies and
procedures to ensure
resilient command cover.

2.3

2.3

Deliver an agreed,
updated Chemical,
Biological, Radiological
and Nuclear (CBRN)
response.
Deliver updated
documentation to ensure
effective uniformed
staffing management.

Directorate

Service Delivery

Service Delivery

Service Delivery

Service Delivery

Due Date

31/03/2020

31/03/2020

RAG

Commentary Update



Fire Investigation Management have engaged with Human Resource colleagues
and work to resolve the North shift system has progressed well. Work will
continue in Quarter 4 to consider all available shift system options to enable a
viable restructure of Fire Investigation to be implemented.



Due to a change in personnel the CBRNe Concept of Operations has not been
completed and will be carried forward into the Operations Function Strategy. It is
proposed that this action is marked as completed and removed from Quarter 4
onwards.

31/12/2019

31/03/2020

Flexi Duty Officer (FDO) policy work has been delayed due to COVID-19
response. Work carried out in Quarter 3 was to ensure that sufficient managerial
capacity was available to safely respond to concurrent issues i.e. EU Exit,
COVID-19 and severe weather.



The updated 5 Watch Duty System (WDS) Policy and associated General
Information Note (GIN) were developed in conjunction with Service Delivery and
have been consulted on with the Represented Bodies, to be issued for
familiarisation in January 2021. Training on the 5WDS processes has been
delivered to the Local Senior Officer area. This was completed in September
2020 and feedback sought to inform FAQ document to support staff and
increase awareness. An LCMS package was deployed in December 2020 in
advance of the new 5WDS Policy and GIN. Enhancements were also made to
the rostering system to address identified issues to allow equitable access to
leave.
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Objective

Annual Operating Plan
Action
Prepare for National
Resilience Assurance
Team (NRAT) Electronic
Support System (ESS).

2.4

Service Delivery

3.3

Facilitate the
implementation of the
SFRS Management of
Risk at Operational
Incidents Framework

3.4

Review and improve how
SFRS captures and
reports on compliments
and complaints.

4.2

4.3

Directorate

Implement a Freedom of
Information awareness
and training programme.

Proactively manage our
asset base and target
investment where it
delivers best value.

Due Date

31/03/2020

RAG

Commentary Update



Further data entry completed, including all SFRS Prime Movers. All SFRS
National Resilience assets are now on the system and mapping issues resolved.
Awaiting advice from the National Resilience Assurance Team (NRAT) on SFRS
callsigns. NRAT currently adding new sections for Assurance Process
functionalities. Further training in this is underway. Account access and online
training now delivered to Capabilities Team. Currently working on guidance
documents and training plan for the remainder of SFRS staff. New Capabilities
SharePoint site created to improve data management.
Progress delayed due to impact of COVID-19. Report now scheduled for Quarter
4 2020-21.

Training, Safety
and Assurance

Strategic Planning,
Performance and
Communications
Strategic Planning,
Performance and
Communications
Finance and
Contractual
Services

31/03/2020

31/03/2020

31/03/2020

31/03/2020



A new complaints policy and procedure has been agreed following new
guidance from Scottish Public Service Ombudsman and has now been issued
for consultation. Further work is now required to develop the process for
information capture.



Following approval of the Freedom of Information Procedure in Quarter 2,
meetings have been completed with all Head of Functions, with Single Points of
Contact (SPOCs) being identified. Training for SPOCs will be delivered during
Quarter 4.



This is progressing well and several actions are now back on track, with the sale
of Mounthooley due for completion by the end of Quarter 4.
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